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had chopped the night before, and would let the draught run
full blast so that the stove would draw and the room —frozen
cold during the night — warm up quickly. This done, if I had
been permitted, I should have reduced the draught.
Paddy did not see things as I did. All the time that I was
building the fire, shovelling in the coal, setting the table for
breakfast, there was silence from his cubicle. But the moment
the stove was roaring and the pipe red, I would hear him stir.
c Well, well,9 he would murmur; and having slipped on a pair of
pants he would come into the living-room, go straight to the
stove, and close the draught with a cWe might as well . . .' that
he never finished, so that I never knew whether ewe might as
well' save the pipe from burning out, or economize the coal, or
what was in his mind. The man must have had his eye on the
pipe all night, for he was out and at the stove the moment the
pipe grew red.
I never said anything, for I knew that if I explained what I
was up to, he would smile. I dare say you have seen a stubborn
man smile and you know that it is like the smile of a deaf man,
of a man who does not want to hear and will not listen. When
you see that smile you wish instantly that a special kind of mallet
existed for the cracking of such men's skulls.
Then there was the teapot. The teapot stood on a shelf. We
drank tea in prodigious quantity and were always reaching for
that pot. Now, as it stood habitually behind a tin of lard, I used
to change the places of the two objects, putting the teapot in
front and the lard behind. And each time, Paddy would put
them back in their customary and inefficient order. Whether
it was stubbornness or force of habit I couldn't tell; for when I
ventured a word he would say merely, cOh, well. . .*
It seemed to me I should never, anywhere in the world, meet
another such automaton. If you set down the saltcellar in the
wrong place on the table, it threw his whole existence out of
gear and sent him into a panic. His life was so regulated that
he went through each motion every day at the same moment
and in the same order. When he got out of bed, he always
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